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About This Game

In this magic battle action game, take part in 4-on-4 team battles and cast an array of magic spells to defeat the opposing team.
You can assume one of four roles: Fighter, Healer, Support, Ranged. Use your role and spells to the best possible effect, and

cooperate with your teammates to win the battle!

The protagonist, Asta, is the only boy unable to use magic in a world where magic is everything. Despite this affliction, Asta
manages to overcome all sorts of hurdles with the help of his friends, and persists in his goal of becoming the Wizard King.

This game also includes an original story not depicted in the currently airing Black Clover anime series. Yami Sukehiro, the
captain of Asta's knight order, the Black Bulls, suddenly grows younger, just as a mysterious mage launches an attack on the

Clover Kingdom. Join Asta and his friends as they embark on a new adventure of trials and tribulations.
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Title: BLACK CLOVER: QUARTET KNIGHTS
Genre: Action
Developer:
ILINX, Inc.
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Release Date: 13 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: AMD Phenom II X4 945 or Intel Core i3-2100

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon Vega 8 or Intel Iris Pro 580

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 14 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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very nice time passing game love it :D. Disclaimer: You'll find nothing useful in this DLC, only cosmetics and bonus
content.

In game features:
+ 5 awesome hats, 1 per hero
+ 2 absolutely useless cosmetic trinkets

Other: (in your game's directory)
+ magnificent soundtrack by Jesper Kyd (wish they updated it with story DLCs soundtracks)
Upd: THEY DID! :D
+ artbook
+ lore friendly map of Ubersreik and friendly neighborhood
+ short development vid

Summary:
Nice way to support awesome developer and look cool in the process, but nothing more. Keep up the good work
Fatshark!. After 413.7 hours, i can finally say i built my first good looking, useful starter ship.. These assets are really,
really good. This pack is a great addition to any city, American-style or not. You've got bookstores, bank kiosks, Not-a-
Gamestops. They add a nice flair to commercial sprawls. As for the houses, I haven't noticed them, which is a good
thing when it comes to houses, frankly. Any house that isn't a level 1 pink & blue monstrosity is a good house.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/KtEm7M39l9Y

Classic top down action. This is basically mindless fun - switch off the brain and go. Plenty of guns and even more explosions.
Obviously the graphics show their age, but they are at least colourful and varied.

Even better is that 1080 resolutions are supported, and keys are fully rebindable. Only issue is that the mouse is still quite
sensitive even on the lowest setting which can make the controls a little twitchy.

All in all the game has stood the test of time pretty well and the low cost makes it even better.. very very short, not worth the
money, finished it twice in under 20 mins, and twice because i thought it might have different ending senarios, i was dead wrong
pshh. Terrific conceit, well executed, with a fun story and some nice surprises. A little bit buggy on Mac - had several hard
crashes, but never any data loss and I was happy to push through. Easy to recommend.
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Put a fork in me.... I'm Done!

I wont recommend this game.... the controls are buggy (even with the controls being sooooo simple!) it says click to place but it
doesn't work 95% of the time even when its highlighted green.. when you do manage to place an object its a 50\/50 chance it
will just float of before you can place anything else..

it doesn't give you time to prepare for whats coming up, by the time i've placed the first object (beam or floor) i'm being shot at,

i really enjoy TD games and this is something different and normally i wouldn't give up so quickly, but after the 10 minutes of
frustration just trying to place the first object I've had enough....

10\/10 I wouldn't play\/buy this again. It is a very good route to drive on. It has great scenary and great engines with rolling stock
in very well done liveries body designs. As I live close to this line in real life, it's very realistic. However, I was disappointed to
find out that it doesn't go further than Oxford or Didcot. As I live in the Swindon area, as was disappointed to discover that
Swindon hasn't been included. Apart from that, it's very well done.. Used to play this game and game back to see what's new and
am glad I did. Good to see that the game has added a lot of new content and things to keep players busy. Having a good time
learning the new stuff and glad to see some older cards are still strong. Overall a fun game if you like a simpler, more relaxed
card game. Looks like the devs are going to keep growing and adding to it so you know itll be around awhile.. relaxing game
+ music
+ controls

- music on/off
- easy
- short (30m). I was really excited to play this on release but was extremely disappointed. I didn't realize you would be stuck in
one room at a time per level trying to scare people by knocking down an item. I thought maybe you would get free roam
throughout the house. I would not recommend this to anyone.. A great game and a great DLC. My only complaint about it is that
the figurines are 2d. I wouldn't expect the developers to model 3d figs just for this DLC, but they are really hard to see. If they
had been made into thicker "beveled" 3d figurines that would have been nice.

MEREOLEONA ARRIVES IN BLACK CLOVER: QUARTET KNIGHTS:

She won the character vote and makes now a flaming entry in Black Clover: Quartet Knights…. Mereoleona is ready to burn
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everything!

Get her as part of the new DLC: Royal Magic Knight Set – Red, along with a new costume for Asta!

Discover her blazing abilities in the new trailer:

https://youtu.be/dYv7ANrw_a0
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